
  

 
Throw it away during the scorching heat of summer to prevent heat stress outdoors! 
 

coolbit  W cool CAP 
  
  A new cooling cap that cools the entire back of the head 

  and the back of the neck at the same time 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

① Outer Fabric 

②  Breath Fabric 

③ Mesh Fabric 

④ Special Absorb F 

Product name: coolbit Water in Cap  

Product number: CBWCP-SLV  

Price: quote required 

①  ②  ③  

■Patented  Structure  Water Injection Pocket Space 

② ③ 
④  

out Head side 

Heat 
Escapes 
Outside 

- 

ＫOBAYA Ｃo Ltd  

TEL; +8154-625-0839 

https://www.kobaya-co.jp 

www.coolbit.jp 

 

Japanese Patent  Registration 
World Patent  PCT/JP2024/24792 

WaHMA  Free  APP 

ＳＤGs  13  Weater  x  HeaithCare 

Inject 50ml of cold water from a plastic bottle at a time, and 
the patented cooling structure allows the cold water to 
penetrate evenly, providing a cool feeling from the back of the 
head to the upper neck for 2-3 hours! 

The cooling effect is obvious at a glance! 10℃ or more! 
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Even if the surface of the top of the hat 
reaches nearly 60°C outdoors in 
midsummer, the temperature of the 
underside of the cooling part remains 
at 30-35°C. 
 
Red;Temp of the top of the cap  
Ble;Temp of the back of cap and flap 

Coolbit Water Injection Cap Cooling Effect Graph 

 

Cooling part seen 
from the back 

Water filling pocket on top of 

the cap 

■ Water flow from the back of the 
water filling cap to the flap 

® 
 

The cap has a water injection pocket at the top that can be filled with cold 
water from a plastic bottle! The evaporation effect of the special highly 
absorbent fiber inside keeps you cool for a long time! 

New Product!

100% silver vapor-deposited polyester that   
reflects sunlight 

Just inject 50ml of cold water at a time! The cooling water flows and 
penetrates all the way to the bottom of the flap! 

You can stay cool 

anywhere, anytime! 

Global warming cannot be stopped! 
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